
 
 

Press Release 

Open Day in Landriano, Itelyum returns to meet its community 

Itelyum, excellence in Europe for innovation and sustainable performance, welcomed citizens and 

institutions from its community. 

Landriano (PV) 1 October 2022 - Itelyum Purification's open day is back, after the stop imposed by the 

measures taken to deal with the pandemic, allowing citizens and local institutions to get to know this 

company that boasts European leadership in the chemical-pharmaceutical sector. 

Guided by Itelyum's specialised technicians, the guests - among them students from Pavia's Cardano Institute 

- were able to see the state-of-the-art plant facilities that produce solvents from the valorisation of chemical 

waste, high-purity solvents and starting materials for the pharmaceutical industry, including key components 

also used in the production of the covid vaccine. 

Itelyum Purification is a national and European reference in the chemical-pharmaceutical sector, is an 

advanced technological model, also in terms of the circular economy, and operates in partnership with major 

pharmaceutical companies by virtue of certified safety protocols. 

The Open Day was an opportunity to make the community aware of the best practices adopted by Itelyum, 

in a day that also saw the collaboration of the area's food and wine excellences, in the name of transparency 

and the joining of forces of a very active and evolving territory. 

"We are very pleased to have reopened the doors of the Landriano plant for this day of sharing. Hosting the 

employees' families and the entire local community is a source of pride and satisfaction for us: showing 

everyone how we do our work, with dedication and commitment, allows us to tell the story of this company, 

made up first and foremost of personnel with high-profile skills and the professional network we have built 

up over the years in this area," said Fabio Zordan, Director of Operations. 

'Itelyum,' said Landriano's deputy mayor Dario Civardi, 'we know that we are a key player in the circular 

economy at the European level, and we are aware of the economic impact it has on the territory. We 

appreciate the willingness to be transparent and ready for confrontation with citizens and institutions. Our 

administration stands by those who link well-being to the protection of health and the environment'. 

Today's day,' explained Sustainability and Corporate Identity Manager Valentina Lucchini, 'is meant to be a 

testimony of our desire to maintain an open and constant dialogue with the local community; our goal is to 

grow with the territory, promoting its wellbeing, environmental protection and economic development. Today 

the Landriano plant employs 160 people, most of whom come from the Pavia area, and we will increasingly 

need specific skills, hoping to attract them from the territory, for a common development". 

 

 


